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X-ray and neutron methods of texture investigation are used to get experimental pole figures (PF) of
polcrystalline samples and geological materials (Bunge, 1982). Usually several PF are used, 1--4 for
polycrystalline samples with cubic, hexagonal lattice symmetry (copper, iron, beryllium...), 6-19 for
low-symmetry materials of geological samples (quartz, biotite...). Pole figures are the sum of solutions
of two ultrahyperbolic equations (Savyolova, 1982). If the solutions of ultrahyperbolic equations are
known in some domains we can determine them uniquely in other domains using the Asgeirsson’s
theorem (Courant, 1962) and their generalizations by ultra-Lorentz transformations. We get the domains
of dependence of pole figures and the methods of continuations of solutions of ultrahyperbolic equations.
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INTRODUCTION

The orientation distribution function (ODF) in a polycrystalline sample f(g), where g
|a, fl, } e SO(3) is the rotation group, 0 < a, ?’ < 27r, 0 < fl < r, are the three

Eulerian angles, is determined from experimental pole figures Pi () where h-’ describes
the crystal direction in space R and describes the sample direction in space R3.
The ODF f(g) is the solution of the equation (Matthies, 1979)

Pi ( =Pf(g (4zr)-1 f {dP, O, qg }-l o, z, O +f {dP + "n’, "rt’- O, q) -1

rl, Z, 0|)}dp, (1)

where h O, }, {X, r/}, 0 < O, Z < r, 0 < , r/< 2r are the spherical coordinates
of unit vectors h, y.

Using the isomorphisms

SO(3) SU(2)/{ +_- 1 RP3,

where SO(3) is the rotation group, SU(2) is the group of unitary unimodular matrices
of second order, RP is the three-dimensional projective space, SU(2)/| __+ 1 is the factor-
group for subgroup {+__ 1 }, 1 is the unit of group SU(2), we find (Savyolova, 1982,
1993), that the curves

h gy
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can be written as

with

x- ’-+t + b -+ (2)

y + h Y2 h2a- I- ,-,1},_
Y3 -T- h ya + h

Y2 h2 Yl 0 1,
Y3 - h3 Y3 -T- h

where h {h1, h2, h3}, {Yl, Y2, Y3} are the coordinates of unit vectors h.,
respectively, h3 # +ya, ’ (x, x2, x3) is the point in space Re3, < +oo is a parameter.

Using (2), we get from the equation (1)

1 F+(, +, +) + 1 F-(- -),P() Ih3_Y31 ly3+h31

8f(- +-t + - z) dtFz(+_, g z) - + 2B+-t + C
(3)

where

A-+ (a) + (a) + 1, C_+ ()2 + (b)2 + 1,

B-+ ab + ab.
From the equation (3) we get the ultrahyperbolic differential equations for pole

figures

2F--- 2F-- (4)
igab ab

where

Yl --+ hi Y2 h2ai- a
Y3 h3’ Y3 -T- h

Y2 --+ h2 Yl hib
Y3 -T- h b

Y3 + h3
We have ’ (x1, x2, x3) RP through the Eulerian angles g {o:, fl, y} SO(3)

x (ctan fl) (cos
ct

2
+ y) (cos a-2 y )-1,

x (ctan) (sin
a + y) (cos

a- )-1, (5)
2 2

a-y
X =-tagt

2
The Jacobian of transformation (5) is

)(a’ fl’ ’) 4(1 + )-1/2 (Xl + x22)-1/2 (1 + Xl + x22 + x3)-1,/)(x, x, x3)
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Remark. Let us have pole figures in spherical coorinates

e/() F(, 0, r/, X) Cm.Ym()[Y(hi)]
/=0 m,n =-1

(6)

where h-’/= 0, 1, } Ix, r/], 0 < 0, X < r, 0 < , r/< 2r are the spherical coordinates
of the unit vectors hi,y,

Ym/() (270-1/2 expl-imo} Pm/(COS X),

[Y/(h/)] (270-1/2 exp{in PI (cos 0 ),

Pm(cos X) are generalized Legendre polynomials.
Equation (4) corresponds to the differential equation for PF (6) in spherical

coordinates (Savyolova, 1988)

(1 z202F 2z OF 1 /)2F (1 w2)/)2F 2wOF 1
"-z q

1 z /)02 +1 w )tI

where z cosx, w cos 0.

Let

Ultrahyperbolic equations

zi-=+/-

+ 02F+- )-F++- - 02F/- (7)
(x) (z (z)

then we get from equations (4)

bF-+

()-
Consider the problem of solution continuation of ultrahytrbolic differential equations (7).
We drop the supercdpt "+_" in equations (7).

Using the Asgeirsson’s theorem we have the following result (Ivanova, Savyolova,
1993) if the function F (x-’, ’) is solution of equation (7), even in the variable
z2- t and is known in the domain

2

_(x,- xp)2 < a2, (zi z)2 2}, (8)
i--1 i=1

then it is determined uniquely in the cone
2 2

{_(Xi--Xi)2}+{_(Zi--zOi)2}<_a (a > e). (9)
i=l i=l

This result can be generalized for many other domains by ultra-Lorentz
transformations

x; (x, +/z,) ( -/ )-,
x (x2 + a z2) (1 -ct 2)-1/2,
z; (/, + z,) ( t )-,
z; (ct x + z2) (1 ct 21-1/2,

with different parameters [a I, I/1< 1.
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Let z 0 in (8), (9). Consider the method of continuation of solution
of ultrahyperbolic equation (7). Let

Z2r 4x21 + x, tantp x2 p 4z2 + z, tanO =--,
X Z

F(r, tp, p, ) F((r, tp), - (p, )),=a 0.

From equation (7) in polar coordinates

1 1 )2F
r 0r(r...)-I

r2 /)tp2-
we get the solutions

r
(A P-)ei(mp+ ),Jn (A-if) Jm

because Jn (A)ei(n’) are the eigenfunctions of Laplace operator in polar coordinates
(r, tp) corresponding to the eigenvalue _()2 (Vilenkin, 1965).
Thus we have

F(r, (p, p, 0) E EAmnkJn (Ank--) Jm (Ank P-)ei(mp*m), (10)
m,n=--** k=O

where A.k are the roots of equations for Bessel’s functions Jn (A.k) 0. The coefficients
Amn can be calculated by the formulae

Am lim Fmn (p) dp
(11)

e--,o 2r a2j 2n+ (/nk) I) Jm (l’nk-)dP

Fmnk(p) F(r, q), p, O) rJn(Ant )e-i(mp+m) drdq) de.

Using the theorem of sum of Bessel’s functions (Korn, 1973), we have

where

L+m()Jm( -- #lr+v /4r2p2- _;_p2)2 sgnsin(tp+ ), (12)

R 2= r +p-2rpcos(cp+o), e2i’
r De-i (9+ )

r pe (p )

Thus if the function F(r, tp, p, O) is known in domain 0 < r < a, 0 < p < e, then
we can calculate the series (10) with the coefficients (1 1). But the right-hand part of
expression (10) is known in the domain 0 < r + p < a because in formula (12) the
variables r and /9 are equivalent (interchangeable).

Consequently we have
Theorem 1. If the function F(x, -) is known in the domain (8) then it is deter-

mined in the cone (9) by formulae (10), (11).
There are some difficulties with the choice of boundary condition for the function

F(r, tp, p, ) when r a. Apparently the boundary condition -g-rl 0 is less restrictive.
In that case An in the formula (10) are the roots of equation J’n(An) 0, k 1,2
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If we have a , then we can determine the function F(r, q, p, ) for 0 <
r + p < +,, by using the Fourier-Bessel transform

IF(r, tp, p, ) Am,(A) Jn(Ar) Jm(Ap)AdA)en/m"),
m,n

where

Amn(A) Jm (A/O) (2"rr) rF(r, q), p, ))e-in+mo)Jn(Ar)drdp de.

The domains of dependence of pole figures
Considers the applications of the given results to the problem of calculating domains
of dependence of pole figures for polycrystalline samples with different lattice
symmetries. We have the variables

-’+ ) -’/ (z z)X- (X Z-

in spherical coordinates of the unit vectors

h {0, D}, y Ix, r/), 0<0, x<Tr, 0<D, r/<27r,

2sinx cosrl 2sinx sinrl
cosx -T- cosO cosx - cosO

2sinO sinD 2sinO cosD
z-( +_ z + cosx : +_cosO.

cosx -T- cosO cosx -T- cosO

For polar coordinates we get

2sinx 2sinO
r-+ p-+ tp r/, D. (13)

co x co Ol" co x co Ol"
We have the following implication from (3), (8), (9).

If the functions F+/- are known in the domains

a ED+- {sinx < - cosx - cos0[, sin0< cosx cos01}, (14)

then they are determined uniquely in the domains

G+-= {(sinx+sinO)< max(a’e) lcosxcosO[] (15)
2

The application of the results for continuation of solutions of ultrahyperbolic
equations for pole figures is in .(Ivanova, Savyolova, 1993). We cannot distinquish
every component F and F- for all pole figures except one PF with h0 {00, D0},
00 . The equality F F- holds for this PF.
From PF with h (00, D0), 00 the function F(r, p, p, ) is known for p r + 4,

= 0= D0, 0 <r< +,,, 0< q< 27r.
We can calculate

F, (r, p, o) F(r, , p, )e-i"dq,

when p ]rZ+4, n O, +_1
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The function F (r, p, 0) with p /r 2+ 4 can be defined with the formula (10) by
the series representation

Fn(r, p, 1o)

_
aAmnJn(An-)Jm(An-)eimp (270. (16)

Denote the integral for the function F (r, /r 2+ 4, 0) by

Fnps Fn(r, r2+ 4, qto) rJs(Asp--) dr[a-- J21(Asp)],+ (17)

Using the formulas (115), (17) we get the system of algebraic equations for the unknown
coefficients A,,

where

r r ]r
Bmnvs (2,r)eimo rJs(A,p-ff) Jn (A--ff) Jm(A + 4 ) dr,

a

m,n,s O, +_-1 k,p O, 1
Then all PF can be determined in the domains 2 < r+- + p+- < a (a > 2) by formulas

(3), (10) with the calculated coefficients Amn. The system has the unique solution when
the function F does not depend on the variable .

Let us consider the application_of these results to materials with every kind of lattice
symmetry. If we know PF with h , 0}, the function F(r, q, p) can be calculated
in the domain

D {r+p>2}.

Then every PF with h {0i, Oi}, 0 < 0 < 3, can be determinated by the formula (3)
in the domain

G {-Oi<X < -+0i},

where G G/ G-,
sinx + sinO

G+- {r+- + p+- > 2} cosx -v- cosoil >- 1 (see appendix).

If PF with h 3, 0} is known partially in the domain

D {2<r+p<a} {O<x<x,qr-Xl<X<rr},
where 2 < a < +oo

4a
X cos-l(a + 4),

then every PF with h Oi, Yi}, 0 < 0 <-, can be calculated in the domain
sinx + sinO a

G G/cG-, G+-= {2<r+-+p+-<a} {1< Icosx: cosOi[ <_
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Two cases are possible. Let 2 _< a _< 2(2 + ’-), then 0 < 0"_< , where

191

0* ()tan-l
4"

In this case we have 4 possibilities (see appendix):

then-O <O,<,la) if

G I -e<x<-+ o+e,
0 thenIb) if 20 < O<

G ;
Ic) if O’< O< 20", then

-20 +e<x<+2o -e};

Id) if 0 < O < O ", then

In Figures I, la- Id e domain G with 2 a < + is shown as a black potion
of the entre domain G with a that c deteined om PF with
e difference tween them, coesponding to e domain

Ir + p a},

is hatched in Figures I, la Id. Four vts la Id for the doma G e given
in Figures la Id respectively.
e doma [r +p 2} cnot deteed om PF with h , 00} (bl

pm of PF in Figures la- I.
In e second case we have a > 2(2 + ), O*> (see appendix). t

3 a
O’" 4 -t-() -O’-

Figure 1 The domain D with 2 < a < 2(2 + /3) (black) and the other part of PF with h 7, 0}
(hatched).
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Figure la The domain G on PF with h
{Oi, (i}, when - 0* < 0 < ".

Figure lb The domain G on PF with 20" <

Figure lc The domain G on PF with 0* < 0
< 20*

Figure ld The domain G on PF with 0 < 0
<0"

Four variants are possible:

2a) if 20*< Oi< 3, then

’r/" 7/"

_
"r/"G |-Oi<X<-.+20 +0i, -20 -Oi<X<+Oi};

2b) if 0"*< Oi< 20*, then

I
G -20 -[- 0 ( X<20 - -0

2c) if 0"< Oi< 0"*, then

_
7/"G -20 +Oi<X<20 ---Oi};

2d) if 0 < 0 < 0", then

G {--Oi<X< -+Oi}.
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Figure 2
(hatched).

The domain D with a > 2(2 + /3) (black) and the other part of PF with h 17, 0}

Figure 2a The domain G for 20* < 0 <. Figure 2b The domain G for 0"* < Oi < 20".

Figure 2c The domain G for 0* < 0 < 0"*. Figure 2d The domain G for 0 < 0 < 0".

In Figures 2, 2a- 2d the domain G with 2(2 + -) < a < +o,, and the domain with

{r-+ + p-- >_ a}

are marked off like in the first case. By contrast to the Figures 1, la- ld for every
PF with 0 < 0 < the domain G is not equal to zero (see figure lb), because in the
second case the parameter a is greater than in the first case. The domain G has the
form of two rings in Figure 2b. For every a > 2 for PF with h Oi, tYPi} 0 O,
we have G 0.
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If in formula (10) we have no variables , [0, 2r] then we can get every pole
figure from one PF with ho {0o, (I)o}, 00 from its analytical formula by replacing

with

2sinx 2
r

co xl co xl

2sinx p+_ 2sinO
r- (18)

co x cobol’ co x cobol’
respectively.

For example, for approximation of PF{ 10]0 for a simple axial texture of beryllium
in Figure 3a we have

1 exp{

with e 0.62

16 (r 2 p 2)2 . 16rp 2sinx 2cosfl 16+(rE-p2)2+g(rE-p2)’
r

cosxi
p

cosxI
For every PF with h 0, }, 0 _< 0 _< or, 0 _< < 2r we get the formula

( ---)2
Pi(r+-, p+-) F + F-, F+- - exp{

4e
}, (19)

16 [(r_+)2 (p_+)212 + 16r+-p+-

cosf 16 + [(r-+) (p_+)212 + 8[(r_+)2 (p_+)2]
with r-+, p-+ (18).
We get for PF{0001 (see Figure 3b) h 0, 0 from formula (19)

where

thus

P0oo, r-+, P-+) F+ + F-,

2sinx
r_+=.ll -T-cosx[’ P O,

1 (p /)2
Poooj (r+-) --{exp{- 4 +exp{- (fl-)2

4d
II,

4 (r-+)cos 4 + (r+-)
In Figures 3a and 3b PF{ 1010 and 0001 are shown recpectively for beryllium

(continuous line) and for the model function (dotted line).
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Figure 3a PF{ 100} for beryllium (continuous line), model function (dotted line).

Figure 3b PF {0002} for beryllium (continuous line), model function (dotted line).
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CONCLUSION

In the present paper we get ultrahyperbolic differential equations that allow us to
calculate the domains of dependence for pole figures with different lattice symmetries.
We get the methods of continuation of solutions of ultrahyperbolic equations and
domains of dependence of pole figures. Using these results we can calculate the domains
of PF without measuring.
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Appendix
For the domains

G r-* + 0+/- _> 21 sinx + sin0 _> Icosx cos0 I, 0 < X, 0 <

we get

r r < 0<__Ea-+- llx- 01_< - I, a-- I--X/
Thus for the domain G G/c G-we have

G 1--0 <X<-+0}.
In picture 4 the domains G+, G-, G are shown. In Figures 4a- 4c the domains G+,
G-, G are shown, where

G+- {2<r+-+p+-<a} {1< sinx+sinO < a} G G+cG-,
cosx - cosO,

for cases:
in Figure 4a we have 2 < a < 2(2 + -), or 0 < 0* < , where

0" ()tan_
4’

in Figure 4b the parameter a is equal to 2(2 + () or 0* ;
in Figure 4c we have 2(2+ <a <+oo or < 0 < .
When a we get the maximum domain G given in Figure 4. We can see all

the variants, written in la- ld, 2a- 2d and represented in Figures la- ld,
2a- 2d respectively.
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Figure 4 The domain G when a oo.

Figure 4a The domain G when 2 < a < 2(2 + /-).
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Figure 4b The domain G when a 2(2 + /).

Figure 4c The domain G when a > 2(2 + /-).
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